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1 INTRODUCTION

Globally, Finland is an area of low seismicity characterised by small magnitudes. However,
there are over 500 felt and recorded events in the catalogue of Finnish earthquakes
(Mantyniemi and Ahjos, 1991). The largest ML magnitude determined in Finland is 4.9.
The catalogue can be divided in two parts of almost equal number of observations. The first
period (1610-1956) mainly includes felt earthquakes and the second one (1957-) predom-
inantly instrumental recording observations. Instrumental recording has improved remark-
ably the location accuracy and increased the detection capacity of small earthquakes. The
current detection capacity in Finland is generally about ML = 2.5. In the Loviisa area the
estimated magnitudes are < 3.0.

Although, there are several recorded seismograms, there are only few results concerning the
source mechanisms and the stresses released in earthquakes in Finland. The fault plane
solution of an earthquake is generally only based on the interpretation of the polarity of the
vertical first movement of P-waves. This calls for a good azimuthal coverage of high quality
recordings. In Finland, due to the relatively sparse networks of seismic stations together
with the relatively small magnitude of earthquakes, there has been a lack of reliable polarity
data.

The existing eight Finnish and two Estonian fault solutions are determined by using
unconventional methods (Slunga, 1979; Slunga and Ahjos, 1986). The 1976 earthquake on
the NW coast of Estonia was exceptionally large (ML = 4.9), providing the possibility to
use surface wave recordings for the interpretation (Slunga, 1979). The other nine events are
smaller, but large enough, when the recorded amplitude information is utilised as a part of
the solution (Slunga and Ahjos, 1986). The Estonian earthquakes have a special value in this
report, because they occurred rather near the Loviisa area.

It has been shown, for example in Sweden (Slunga, 1982) and in Iceland (Stefansson et al.,
1993), that the faultplane solutions of very small earthquakes, with magnitudes of the order
of ML = 0-2, give as valuable information of the fault geometry as the larger ones. Actually,
when multievent analysis is used, which is often possible when microearthquakes are
concerned, the results are often more reliable than those based on annuluses of a single
larger event. Also, the orientation of the released stress field obtained for microearthquakes
fit in well with the general stress field of the region.

The town of Loviisa is situated on the SE coast of Finland. The bedrock in the region consists
of precambrian rapakivi granite, surrounded by older rock types. This study deals with
15 microearthquakes (ML = 0.1 -1.2) occurred in the region during the years 1985-1988.
This paper presents the fault plane solutions and stress patterns related to those events. The
results are evaluated in relation to the presented local seismotectonic interpretation.



PREVIOUS STUDIES

Figure 1 shows the orientation of the maximum horizontal compression released by ten
earthquakes in Finland and in Estonia. The estimated stress directions give the maximum
compression in NW-SE quadrants. The results coincide well with the results of correspond-
ing fault plane solutions in Sweden (Slunga, 1991) as well as in-situ stress measurements
in deep boreholes (Klasson and Leijon, 1990) and the interpretation of geodetic observa-
tions (Chen, 1991) in Finland.

70°N

60°N

0 KM 500 KM

Figure 1. Orientation of the largest horizontal compression of Finnish and Estonian
earthquakes. The events from 1 to 9 are presented in the paper by Ahjos and
Slunga (1986) and the event number 10 by Slunga (1979). The symbol (number
11) in Loviisa shows the range of the measured orientations (60-100°) of
maximum compression in boreholes at the depth of 110 m. At this depth, the
average rate of maximum compression is of the order of 10 MPa (Johansson,
1992).



Altogether 36 reliable in-situ stress measurements have been conducted in Loviisa, on the
island of Hastholmen (Johansson, 1992). The direction of the maximum compression seems
to rotate as a function of depth (Fig. 2). Near the rock surface the average orientation is 100
-120°, i.e. NE-SW, whereas at the depths > 90 m the average direction is 75 - 85°, i.e. E -
W or ESE - WNW. The direction of the largest horizontal compression seems to have
rotated about 25-35°. This is likely due to local topography, structures and remnant stresses
of the last deglaciation.
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Figure 2. Orientation of the largest horizontal stress in Hdstholmen, Loviisa.

The seismotectonic interpretation (Kuivamaki and Tuominen, 1985) of southern Finland
and the surroundings of Loviisa is based on field studies and available information of land
uplifts, lineament maps, geology, geophysical investigations, seismicity etc. The main
result of the study was the seismotectonic map of the Loviisa region (Fig. 3). The mosaic
like structure contains long I order SW-NE structures and shorter NW-SE fracture zones of
II order. There are also several III order structures, but the seismicity is presumed to be
associated with I and II order fracture zones. However, the quality of the presented
interpretation was affected adversely by the location accuracy (5 - 100 km) of the
earthquake data available at the time.

The lack of accurate earthquake locations was one of the main motives to commence
microearthquake measurements in the Loviisa region in 1984. Few years later, at the end
of 1989, there were 29 new observations of microearthquakes in the area. It was concluded,
that the microearthquake observations coincide well with the presented interpretation (Fig.
3). It was found also that microearthquake observations can locate active block boundaries,
otherwise not identified by conventional methods. The events were located by the local
triangular seismic network or by using recordings of a single three component seismic
station (Saari 1991, 1991b).
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Figure 3. Main seismotectonic structures of the Loviisa region, the observed source areas
(circles) and microearthquakes (dots) during the years 1985-1989 (Saari,
1990).



The re-evaluation of the seismotectonic map of the Loviisa region (Saari, 1990) was based
on improved location accuracy and the source parameter data, such as seismic moment,
magnitude of the fault plane, the stress drop and the size of the dislocation occurred in the
fault. The fault mechanisms and the fault geometry as well as the orientation of the relaxed
stresses (P- and T-axis) add significantly to the knowledge of local block movements.



3 THE FAULT PLANE SOLUTION METHODS

The principal method for fault plane solution applied in this report was developed around
1980 at FOA in Sweden. The approach is based on a combined use of the vertical first
motions of the P-wave and phase amplitudes. The original version of the method was
designed for the vertical component of ground motion. When the programmes were
implemented for the SIL project in southern Iceland, the algorithm was modified to utilise
all three components of ground motion. Descriptions of the original and the extended
versions of the method are presented in papers by Slunga (1981 b, 1982) and Rognvaldsson
and Slunga (1993, 1994).

The amplitudes that are used in the analysis are the low frequency spectral levels of PZ, PR,
SVZ, SVR and SHT, where P, SV and SH denote the wave types and Z, R and T denote the
component (vertical, radial and transversal) of the recorded seismic signal. The amplitude
relation between the vertical and radial components of P-waves (PZ and PR) as well as S-
waves (SVZ and SVR) only depends on the crustal model and not, to any extent, on the
seismic source. This means that, for source mechanism studies, one can use three amplitude
observations (P, SV and SH) for a three-component (3C) station. For a vertical component
station there are only two amplitude observations available. With a network of two 3C
stations and one vertical component station one thus has eight amplitude observations
related to the seismic source.

The seismic source can be described by four parameters, which explain completely the
spectral amplitudes at low frequencies. These parameters are the seismic moment Mo, and
the three angles of the fault plane solution (strike, dip and rake). Actually, a fault plane
solution for an earthquake determines two orthogonal planes. One of these determines the
real fault plane and the other one, the auxiliary plane, has no physical existence. It is not
possible to distinguish the fault plane and the auxiliary plane without any additional
information.

There are two principal ways to rule out the auxiliary plane. The correct fault plane can be
chosen, if the other fault plane orientation coincides with a known fault or, for example, with
geodetic measurements. The other common way to reach that information is based on
accurate relative locations of the microearthquakes. Earthquakes that have extremely
similar signals can be located with extreme accuracy by using the relative location method.
With a good station coverage, the location error is often less than ten metres. The relative
location methods are based on correlating the nearly similar signals of two earthquakes. The
difference between the arrival times can be estimated with the accuracy of the order of
milliseconds. Quite often the relative locations of the microearthquakes turn out to be a
spread over a plane surface. It has been confirmed that this kind of plane surface determines
the fault surface (Slunga et al., 1984). In this study, the method for absolute and relative
locations of groups of microearthquakes characterised by similar signals has been applied
(Slunga, Rognvaldsson and Bodvarsson, 1995).



4 INPUT DATA

4.1 General description

Two sensitive three-component seismic stations were installed in the Loviisa region by
Imatran Voima Oy in the beginning of 1984. The third station, equipped with a vertical
sensor, started operation in 1985. The period of the network of triangular geometry lasted
until the end of 1988. After that, the seismic monitoring has been based on three-component
velocity and acceleration recordings of one seismic station located near the Loviisa power
plant.

The distance between the seismic stations of the triangle network was about 30 km. The
sampling rate of the short period recordings is 125 Hz. More detailed description of the data
and the network is presented by Saari (1991b).

The report deals with the 15 microearthquakes observed in years 1985-1988 (Table 1). The
microearthquakes occurred inside the seismic network or close to it. The station co-
ordinates and the vertical recordings of events are presented in Appendix A. The further-
most event was less than 20 km from the nearest seismic station. This means that the
azimuthal coverage of the records was good or at least sufficient.

Table 1. Earthquake data. Original values are from the paper by Saari (1990 and 1991b).
The source area number refers to the corresponding number in Figure 3.
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T

6

ft
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12

13

14
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mm

24 9 1985

14 2.1987

14.2.1987

15.2.1987

12.3.1987

16.3.1987

9.4.1987

19.5.1987

24.8.1987

25.8.1987

25.8.1987

26.8.1987

26.8.1987

16.5.1988

4.6.1988

OFHOIN

19:23:47,5

1345:22,8

13:49:48,4

18:14:47,3

05:59:58,0

02:12:32,0

12:54:46,0

16:58:29,5

10:45:02,3

22:37:16,9

22:37:34,7

02:00:37,8

21:17:53,5

20:46:23,7

04:42:09,6

Hi

0,3

0,7

0,3

1.2

0,1

0,4

0,9

0,1

0,2

0,1

0,3

0,2

0,2

0,2

0,3

ite "I

18,3

39,7

43,0

33,5

41,8

40,8

32,5

34,1

36.2

31,7

35,0

31,6

36,2

58.0

28,9

Sirsittc

6.10E+09

6.30E+09

2.50E+09

2.10E+10

2.00E+09

2.50E+09

6.00E+09

2.00E+09

1.20E+09

1.00E+09

1.70E+09

9.70E+08

9.30E+09

1.80E+09

5.10E+09

FAUtT
RADIUS

72

33

30

39

31

32

40

38

36

41

37

41

36

23

45

STRESS

DROP

7.20E+03

7.70E+04

4.10E+04

1.60E+05

2.90E+04

3.30E+04

4.10E+04

1.60E+04

1.10E+04

6.30E+03

1.50E+04

6.20E+03

8.70E+03

6.50E+04

2.50E+04

PEAK

t«m)
0,02

0,08

0,04

0,21

0,03

0,04

0.05

0,02

0,01

0,01

0,02

0,01

0,01

0.05

0,04

SOURCE

AREA ;

Ht.

2

1

1

1

3

3

6

3

3

2

2

2

2

4

1

u t .

m
60,414

60,615

60,616

60,615

60,358

60,419

60,766

60,363

60,401

60,454

60,454

60,455

60,455

60.292

60,626

LONG.

26,458

26,230

26,220

26,220

26,811

26,784

26,110

26.804

26,739

26,491

26,490

26,484

26,485

26,508

26.247

During the years 1985-1988, the earthquakes occurred within five Source Areas (see Fig.
3). Five of the epicentres are from Source Area 2 and four of them are from Source Areas
1 and 3. Two of the source areas (4 and 6) include only one event.



4.2 Signal analysis of the body waves

The input data needed to estimate dynamic source parameters and the fault plane mecha-
nisms are the hypocentral distance and certain parameters describing the ground displace-
ment spectra of the body waves.

The onset times of the first P- and S-waves were read, and the hypocenter (latitude,
longitude and depth) was determined by a standard procedure, which minimises the
weighted square sum of the difference between the observed and the theoretical onset times.
At the same time, the origin time and the hypocentral distance were also estimated.

The ground displacement spectra of the P- and S-waves were calculated. The selected
window length was 64 samples, i.e. about half a second. From these spectra, the low
frequency spectral level (Q-level) and the corner frequency were estimated automatically
by the program. The corner frequency is only used when the dynamic source parameters are
calculated. The Q-level was also used as a part of the fault plane solutions. To avoid the
problems with the large short period surface waves, the frequency band for the spectral
analysis was restricted to 9 - 30 Hz.

The polarities of the vertical first motions of the P-waves were read by the inspection of the
signals. Only clear P-wave polarities were accepted. Of course, when microearthquakes are
concerned, one reliable polarity observation is a strong requirement. It calls for recordings
with suitable azimuth values and close distances. Table 2 summarises the polarity values
used in this study. As one can see, there are four events without any reliable estimation of
polarity. Mostly, there is only one acceptable polarity estimate and, only in the two largest
events all three polarities are clear. Anyhow, there is at least one polarity estimate from
every Source Area.

Table 2. The polarities of the first vertical motion of the P-waves. The minus sign denotes
"no reliable estimation".

Station
Lo

Fy

I
down

up

2
-

3

down

4
down

up

down

'••• - .

5 -:

-

6

up

Event number
7
down

down

down

8

up

9
-

down

10
-
-
-

11 n
up

13

up

14
down

-

15

down



5 THE EVENT INFORMATION

The information of one earthquake contains the origin time, hypocenter location, magni-
tude, dynamic source parameters (seismic moment, shear wave corner frequency, fault
radius range, stress drop range and the range of the peak slip at the fault), the orientation of
the relaxed stress (P-axis and T-axis), the azimuth of the horizontal deviatoric stress and the
two possible fault planes (the angles of strike, dip and slip).

An accurate location is the first stage in determining the magnitude, dynamic source
parameters and the fault plane solution. In the previous study (Saari, 1991b), the locations
were based on the standard crustal velocity model of Finnish bedrock. In this study, the local
crustal velocity model is used. The model is modified on the basis of the Baltic Profile
studies (Luosto et al., 1985 and Luosto, 1987). The southern end of this profile runs through
the Loviisa region. In both studies, the basic location procedure was similar, but the weights
of observed onset times might be different. The final locations, presented in Table 3, are
based on the more sophisticated multievent analysis.

Due to the more accurate crustal model and the multievent location method, the locations
of this study are considered as more reliable than those presented by Saari (1990,1991b).
Anyhow, the locations of the two studies are in good agreement. The location differences
range from 100 metres to one kilometre. The conservative approximation of the errors of
the multievent location are 100 metres in horizontal and 1000 metres in vertical direction.
The location accuracy achieved is far from the accuracy which can be reached by standard
location procedures and, specially, by multievent analysis with more than three seismic
stations (see Chapter 3 and Saari, 1995).

Table 3. Multievent locations and automatically estimated dynamic source parameters.
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24.9.1985

14.2.1987

14.2.1987

15.2.1987

12.3.1987

16.3.1987

9.4.1987

19.5.1987

24.8.1987

25.8.1987

25.8.1987

26.8.1987

26.8.1987

16.5.1988

4.6.1988

DEPTH

fta»>
2.7

2.8

2.9

2.4

2.7

2.3

2.7

3.0

3.1

4.0

3.4

2.7

3.8

1.4

3.7

ML

0.2

0,2

0,0

0.7

-0,1

0,1

0,9

-0,1

0.5

-0,8

-0,8

-0,7

-0,8

0,0

0,1

fc

10,9

13.9

10,2

16,2

13,2

10,9

10,9

10,2

13.2

10,7

16,0

19.3

13,5

10,2

10,9

SEISMIC

MOMENT

1.5E+10

1.4E+10

1.0E+10

5.6E+10

7.8E+09

1.1E+10

7.4E+10

8.6E+09

3.0E+10

1.6E+09

1.7E+09

2.2E+09

1.7E+09

1.1E+10

1.2E+10
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49

67

42

52
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52
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43

35
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67

63

STRESS
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2.5E+04

5.1E+04

1,4E+04

3.2E+05

2.4E+04

2.0E+04

1.3E+05

1.2E+04

9,0E+04

3.0E+03

9.0E+03

2.1E+04

6.0E+03

1.5E+04

2.0E+04

PEAK

SUP
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0,05

0,08

0,03

0,4

0,04
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The estimated depths of the events are 1.4 - 4.0 km (see Table 3). The previously presented
values, based on Bayesian inversion and Baltic Profile data, were 0.5 - 4.0 km, whereas the
depths obtained by the standard location procedure were 0 -1 km. The true depths are likely
to be less than two kilometres. This interpretation is supported by the existence of the clearly
visible short period Rayleigh and Love waves in every recording. In addition, there were
audible sound observations of the earthquakes occurred Feb. 14 and 15,1987 (Saari, 1990).

The estimated magnitudes are equal or slightly smaller than those presented in Table 1. The
difference is generally of the order of 0.4 magnitude units. This is simply caused by different
magnitude equations used in the studies (see Saari, 1991b and Rognvaldsson and Slunga,
1994).

When the results of Table 1 and Table 3 are compared, it should be noted that the equations
of the dynamic source parameters are partly different in these two studies (see details: Saari,
1991b and Rognvaldsson and Slunga, 1994). In addition, spectral parameters, Q-level and,
specially, the corner frequency (fc), are determined in a completely different way. In Table
1, the corner frequency is fitted by looking for the section of the high frequency slope and
the Q-level of the ground displacement spectra (Saari, 1991b). The automatic procedure is
observing just the decrease of the amplitudes of the Q-level (Slunga et al., 1984). The
estimated corner frequencies in Table 3 are significantly smaller than those in Table 1.

The new values of the seismic moment are generally of the same order or larger than those
presented in Table 1. Again, the difference is caused by different practices. The automatic
method uses the maximum amplitudes of the low frequency part of the ground displacement
spectra. In the previous study, the £2-level is the estimate of the average of the spectral
amplitudes fitted by eye. It should be mentioned that, when the seismic moment is
examined, graphically it is usually presented in logarithmic scale. The difference between
the two estimates is generally less than one decade. The exceptionally large new values are
related to events 7 and 9, which also have exceptionally large discrepancies in the values
of the peak slip.

The automatically estimated fault radii range from 35 metres to 67 metres, whereas the
previous values ranged from 23 metres to 72 metres. The values are of the same order, but
there is a tendency to result in larger values, when the automatic method is used. The former
values are based on Brunes model (Brune 1970, 1971) and the automatic procedure
estimates the source radius through the formula by Boatwright (1980).

The estimates of the shear stress drop and the peak slip of an earthquake are calculated by
the same equations in both of the studies. The results are also rather similar, specially when
the stress drop and the small slip values are considered. The three largest peak slip values
in Table 3 (0.2 - 0.4 mm) are the most anomalous ones. Specially, events 7 and 9 have a large
relative difference, when the peak slip values of Table 1 and Table 3 are compared.

The recordings of event number 9 are disturbed by simultaneous recordings of a local
explosion. This makes the signal analysis extremely demanding, specially, when the
automatic method is concerned. This is the only event which gets a poor quality grade by
the automatic analysis, which indicates the need of a re-interpretation. The quality grade of
event 7 is acceptable and the reasons for the discrepancies observed are not so easily
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explained. When automatic analysis procedures are used, the person performing analysis
must always check the computer analysis.

All in all, the estimated source parameters of the two studies are generally in good
agreement with each other. It can be concluded that the automatic procedure is capable of
analysing the source parameters of local microearthquakes occurring in the Baltic Shield.
The re-evaluation done by an experienced seismologist is only seldom necessary. The
advantages of the method will be emphasised, when the number of seismic events and
seismic stations is increased.
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6 THE FAULT SCALE INTERPRETATION

6.1 Introduction

The fault plane solutions are primarily based on the estimated Q-levels of the ground
displacement spectra. In this study, there are always the amplitude data of three seismic
stations available. This is enough to determine the two possible fault planes, but also gives
two possible orientations of compression and tension. In order to discriminate the P- and T-
axes, at least one polarity observation is needed. As one can see from Table 2, the number
of polarity observations per event varies from one to three. Only in two cases, there is all
the possible polarity information available.

It is emphasised that due to the small number of seismic stations the results should not be
regarded as definite. There are various acceptable fault plane solutions instead of only two
best fitting solutions. The amount of acceptable solutions follows from the small number
of reliable polarity data and the small number of recordings. The possibility of alternative
solutions should be kept in mind when considering the results.

The events occurred in five different Source Areas (numbers 1- 4 and 6) presented in Fig.
3. In three of them, the fault plane is determined by using the multievent location of the
microearthquakes. The strikes determined fit well with the observed surface structures, but
still the results are not quite definite. The possibility of an error interpretation is present.
Also the dip angle is sensitive to misinterpretation. The events occurred within a small depth
range (about 3 kilometres) and the vertical location accuracy was of the order of one
kilometre. In two of the source areas, the discrimination of the two fault planes is only based
on the data presented by Kuivamaki and Tuominen (1984).

In the following section, the fault scale interpretations, i.e. the best fitting fault geometry
and the most probable fault mechanisms, are presented. The schematic presentation of the
faults is based on the results of the automatic analysis. Due to the inaccuracy of the
interpretation, the direct adjustment to the existing structures is avoided. However, the
results of the seismic analysis are compared with the local tectonic structures and the
consistency of the interpretations is discussed. When more than one event is available
within Source Area, the most representative events are used to illustrate the relative block
movement occurred. Of course, the mechanism can alter within the fault.

6.2 Lapinjarvi

Source Area 1 (Lapinjarvi) is known as an area of local seismic activity. During the years
1951 -1956, there were about 100 weak events with a maximum intensity of I(MSK) < IV
(Ahjos and Arhe, 1980). After finishing the operation of the local network, four additional
events have been located in this area by the 3C location method.

The fault plane orientation was determined by the multievent analysis of four events. Three
of them occurred in a sequence from 14 Jan. to 15 Jan. 1987. The fourth one, occurred 4 June
1988 about 2 km NE of the previous events. The very similar waveforms of the 1987 events
indicates that they occurred on the same fault plane. The wave form of the 1988 event is
slightly different but so is also its location.
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The result of the multievent analysis is presented in Appendix B-1. The fit is not very good
and the strike (§( = 227°) of the fault is completely determined by the 1988 event. This line,
however, fits the second order seismotectonic fracture zone presented in Figure 3. Three of
the four events have acceptable fault plane solutions fitting this plane. This plane is likely
to be the correct fault plane. At least, the 1988 event can be related to that fault with a good
accuracy. The estimated dip of the fault is nearly vertical (8 = 106°).

There is another possible fault plane, which cannot be ruled out of the seismotectonic
interpretation. The multievent location of the three 1987 events define a vertical fault plane
running in N-S direction (§{ = 179° and 8 = 103°). All these events have an acceptable fault
direction fitting also that direction. However, the events are very close to each other in
respect to the location accuracy, i.e. the interpretation is rather uncertain. This fault is also
presented in Figure 3 as a aseismic Ill-order fault.

The orientations of the best fitting subsidiary horizontal compression were, in the order of
occurrence, 47°/l 37°, 118°, 138° and21°.The firsteventhas two values, because therewere
no polarity data available. The best interpretation is based on the analysis of the largest event
(event 4,15 Feb., 1987), which includes three reliable polarities. All the other events also
have an acceptable orientation of horizontal compression in direction 138°. In all cases, the
dipping of the P-axes of the relaxed stress is nearly horizontal, i.e. ± 16°.

According to the discussion above, the activity in the area is more likely related to the long
SW-NE-oriented fault than to the shorter fault running in direction N-S, as also interpreted
by Kuivamaki and Tuominen (1985). If we assume that event number 4 gives the best
estimate of horizontal compression (138°), we can conclude that there has been a right-
lateral strike slip movement in the fault with strike orientation of 227°. This is also the output
of the automatic analysis of event 4, which shows a dominating strike slip movement with
a small component of reverse faulting. The slip direction, k, is -28 degrees. This interpre-
tation together with the intersecting fault is presented in Figure 4.

It is possible that both faults have been active or, at least, they have played an important
role during the 1987 and 1988 earthquakes. Actually, the later observations support this
theory. The 1990 event is located about 4km south and the earthquake sequence 1994 (three
events) occurred about 5 km SE of the intersection of the faults.

6.3 Ahvenkoskenlahti

Five earthquakes (events 1 and 10-13) occurred near the island of Hastholmen in the Bay
of Ahvenkoskenlahti. The fault plane solution was determined by the multievent analysis
of four events occurred within two days in August 1987. The earthquake sequence (events
10-13) form the dominating cluster in the area. The very similar wave form of the
microearthquakes indicates that they occurred in the same fault plane.

The multievent location of the four 1987 events determine a vertical fault plane running in
N82°E direction (Appendix B-2, <|>f = 262° and 8 = 97°). This interpretation does not fit the
seismotectonic interpretation presented in Figure 3. However, according to the Landsat
lineament interpretation, there is, possibly, a long second order lineament running in
direction SW-NE on both sides of the 1987 epicentres (Fig. 5). There are two other recent
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epicentral areas, which can be related to the same lineament. A common feature of these
three source areas is that they all are related to intersection points of SW-NE lineament and
NW-SE-oriented fracture zones.

Figure 4. Fault geometry and hypocentres (circles) in Source Area 1. The dominating fault
mechanism (right -lateral strike slip) is presented by the horizontal arrows at the
surface level. The slip vector of event 4 points to its hypocentre. North is depicted
by the arrow "N".

Due to the dense clustering of the hypocentres relative to the location accuracy, the other
direction fitting the seismotectonic studies and later microearthquake observations cannot
be excluded. After the year 1988, there have been 41 observed microearthquakes within the
Source Area 2. The epicentral distance of a single station location is accurate, but the
azimuth error is of the order of ± 12° (Saari, 1990), i.e. 2 - 3 km NW-SE in Source Area 2.
The epicentres run along the length of 10 km in direction NW-SE. The events support the
presented interpretation (Saari, 1990) that there is, possibly, seismic activity related to the
prolongation of the second order NW-SE fracture zone. In Figure 3 the fracture zone only
appears in the sea area, but it is quite likely to run towards NE along the bay of
Ahvenkoskenlahti and the river valley north of it.

The fault plane given by the relative location of the four 1987 microearthquakes (Fig. 6) is
also among the acceptable fault planes for these four events. Events 10 and 11 have no
acceptable polarity information. According to the outcome of the automatic analysis of
events 12 and 13, the best fitting direction of the horizontal compression is 55° ±5°, which
is consistent with the in-situ measurements on Hastholmen (Fig. 2).



Figure 5. Landsat lineament interpretation (Kuivamdki and Tuominen, 1985). The loca-
tions of the 1985 event and the earthquake sequence August 1987 are depicted
by two stars.

Figure 6. Fault geometry and hypocentres (circles) in Source Area 2. The geometry is
based on the 25 - 26 Aug. 1987 earthquake sequence. The interpretation of the
horizontal slip mechanism (arrows) is based on the interpretation of events 12
and 13. North is depicted by the arrow "N".
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Events 12 and 13 are exceptionally small and thus they have only one acceptable polarity
interpretation. This means that there is a wide range of other acceptable orientations of
horizontal compression as well as fault plane orientations. However, according to the data
available, event 12 seems to represent a left-lateral strike slip type mechanism, whereas
reverse faulting seems to dominate event 13. The lack of reliable polarity data does not
favour any definite interpretation of slip direction.

The 1985 event was located afew kilometres southeast of the 1987 events and seems to have
been related to another fault mechanism. The fault plane solution of the 1985 event (event
1) includes two reliable polarities. However, the quality of interpretation is graded worse
than usual, and the interpretation is excluded from the fault analysis. The automatic analysis
accepts fault planes which fit a wide range of orientations such as the above-mentioned NW-
SE fracture zone and plane intersecting the 1987 events. Also the values of the acceptable
orientations of horizontal compression split to directions of NW-SE and SW-NE.

6.4 Kaunissaari

Four earthquakes (events 5,6,8 and 9) occurred near the Island of Kaunissaari (Fig. 3). The
fault plane geometry is determined by multievent analysis of the three events occurred
during the spring of 1987. The relatively short time period (12 Mar.-19 May 1987) indicates
that they might relate to the same fault. As mentioned before, the recordings of event number
9 are contaminated by a simultaneous local explosion. The location of this event is not
accurate, and the quality of the fault plane solution is unsatisfactory. The event is excluded
from the fault plane analysis.

The multievent analysis defines a vertical fault (5 = 97°) striking -N13 W (<))f = 347°), which
is in fairly good agreement with the presented seismotectonic interpretation (Fig. 3) and
with the acceptable fault plane solutions of each of these events. Due to the uncertainties,
also this interpretation (Fig. 7) is only one possible solution. However, it was again possible
to find an interpretation consistent with the seismotectonic analysis by Kuivamaki and
Tuominen(1985).

Events 5 and 8 are located near the intersection of two seismotectonic faults running in
directions of SW-NE and NW-SE (Fig. 3). The events do not have acceptable fault plane
solutions supporting the SW-NE orientation.

Again, the following discussion is based on two events (6 and 8) which have only one
acceptable polarity interpretation. So, again there is a wide range of acceptable directions
of horizontal compression as well as fault plane solutions. According to the automatic
analysis procedure, the best fitting directions of the horizontal compression is 54° ±12°,
which is rather consistent with the results obtained in Source Area 2 and on Hastholmen.

The automatic algorithm suggests that the dip slip movement dominates event 6 and normal
the faulting event 8. The angle between the estimated striking and the direction of the
horizontal compression indicates a presence of a weak component of right-lateral strike-slip
movement. The relative direction of vertical displacement seems to be opposite during the
two microearthquakes. The interpretation is inaccurate, but a similar behaviour has been
reported recently in the study of 53 Finnish geodetic profiles (Verio etal., 1993). Significant
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local changes in elevation were observed along 27 profiles and reversals of the displacement
direction were recorded along five of these profiles.

Figure 7. Fault geometry and hypocentres (circles) in Source Area 3. The geometry is
based on events 5,6 and 8 (see text). The dominating fault mechanisms (dip slip,
event 6 and normal fault, event 8) are presented by vertical arrows. North is
depicted by the arrow "N".

After the year 1988 there have been altogether 23 microearthquakes in Source Area 3. All
of these occurred before the end of January 1991. After that, there has been one event some
ten kilometres southeast of the source area. This event, too, fits fairly well the NW-SE-
oriented seismotectonic fracture zone. Earlier, in 1957, two earthquakes, with a magnitude
of about ML = 2.0 occurred in the region (Ahjos and Arhe, 1983).

6.5 Orregrund

Besides the one recorded event there have been no other earthquakes before or after the
network operation in Source Area 4. The hypocentre is inside the presented seismotectonic
block structure (Fig. 3). In the previous study (Saari, 1990), it was thought to be connected,
most likely, to the lengthening of a second order fracture zone, running in direction NW-
SE, 5 km east of the island of Hastholmen. Also, possible connections either to Source Area
2 or to the first order S WW-NEE fracture zone a few kilometres south of the epicentre were
discussed.
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Even if there is only one event with one reliable polarity interpretation, the fault plane
solution is exceptionally well defined. The scatterings of the acceptable directions of the
fault plane solutions and the horizontal compression are comparable with the corresponding
results of events 4 and 7, which have all three reliable polarity interpretations available.

The two best fitting fault plane orientations are -57° (dip = 91°) and 33° (dip =110°) and
the azimuth of compression is -11 °. The event occurred near the surface, at the depth of 1.4
km, and both of the faults are nearly vertical, thus a surface fault right in the epicentral area
is expected.

The decision of the right fault direction is exceptionally uncertain, and, specially in this case,
it should not be considered as a definite interpretation. The auxiliary plane is ruled out by
using the sea bottom lineament interpretation of the Gulf of Finland (Fig. 8).

Near the hypocentre, there are no remarkable lineaments in SW-NE direction within the
sector of acceptable fault plane orientations from 20° to 50°. However, there are few shorter
lineaments few kilometres south of the epicentre aligning in direction 50°. One should also
note the large first order WSW-ENE structure running in direction 75°.

Figure 8. Lineament interpretation based on the depth maps of the Gulf of Finland
(Suomenlahti) by Kuivamdki and Tuominen (1985). The epicentre of event 14 is
depicted by an asterisk.

Within or near the other sector of the acceptable fault direction NW-SE, from -50° to -80°,
there are two second order lineaments which may be related to this Source Area (Fig. 8).
The first probable structure runs in direction -35° through the hypocenter near Hastholmen
and the town of Loviisa, west of them. The second structure aligns in direction of -55°,
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passing Hastholmen on the western side of it. However, this lineament runs about three
kilometres NE of the hypocentre and it is therefore no more probable solution than the first
one. Both of these lineaments also exist in the continent (see Fig. 5).

The strike direction is -57°, selected instead of direction 33° only due to the two second order
lineaments existing in NW-SE direction. This is, however, the most uncertain interpretation
of the local fault mechanism in this study. More structural information as well as field
studies are needed for a definite interpretation. In spite of the fact that Source Area 4 is much
quieter than, for example, Source Area 2, it has an important role in the local seismotecton-
ics, if the event is related to the fracture running just by the island of Hastholmen.

Like the other schematic presentations, the fault model in Figure 9 is based on the
interpretation of automatic analysis. The automatic analysis is used, because there are not
enough facts to make a definite decision between the existing lineaments in the area.
Because the modelled fault plane coincides with the fault plane solution, the orientation of
the slip vector is also presented (-10°). According to this solution, the type of fault
mechanism has been dominantly aright lateral strike slip with a small component of reverse
faulting.

Figure 9. The fault geometry and the hypocentre (circle) in Source Area 4. The dominating
fault mechanism (right-lateral strike slip) is presented by horizontal arrows at
the surface level. The model is based on the analysis of event 14. The slip vector
points to its hypocentre. North is depicted by the arrow "N".
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6.6 Artjarvi

The fault plane solution in Artjarvi (Source Area 6) is based on one event. The quality of
the recordings is suitable for the analysis. There are three reliable polarity observations
available, all of them downwards. The defined strike direction (ty{ - 27 °) fits fairly well with
the first order seismotectonic fracture zone running in direction 40° through the epicentre.
The acceptable values of strike are within the sector from 10° to 40°. There are no significant
fracture zones in the direction of the auxiliary plane (<|)f = -85°).

The estimated dip angle (5 = 136) is clearly milder than in the other source areas. The
estimate of the slip angle (X = 208°) indicates reverse faulting with a small component of
left-lateral strike slip faulting. The calculated direction of maximum horizontal compres-
sion is -29°.

There is a long and exceptionally deep lake in the area. The bottom of the lake is down
faulted relative to the high cliff on the shore. The type of rapakivi granite is different under
the lake than in the cliff (see Kuivamaki and Tuominen, 1985 or Saari, 1991). The cliff dips
(5 - 110°) slightly steeper to the same direction as the fault plane estimated by the seismic
analysis. The seismic interpretation is rather well in agreement with the field investigations,
although it is based on one microearthquake, which occurred far outside the network.

Figure 10. The fault geometry and the hypocentre (circle) in Source Area 6. The dominat-
ing fault mechanism (reverse fault) is presented by vertical arrows at surface
level. The model is based on the analysis of event 7. The slip vector points to its
hypocentre. North is depicted by the arrow "N". See the general view of the
model in Figure 11.
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7 INTERPRETATION IN THE REGIONAL SCALE

7.1 Introduction

The fault scale interpretation is summarised in Table 4, and Figure 11 illustrates the
estimated fault geometry. The faults are running through the model in horizontal and
vertical directions. Of course the true dimensions of the faults are different.

Table 4. The geometry of the faults, the directions of horizontal compression as well as the
dominating and secondary fault mechanisms representing the five source areas.
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Figure 11. The fault geometry estimated by the microearthquuke analysis. EUAI is in x-
direction and North in y-direction. The horizontal dimensions of the model are
about 55 km in x-direction (26.0°- 27.0°E) and 82 km in y-direction (60.15°-
61.0 °N). The bottom of the model is at the depth of5 km. The number at the edge
of the model refers to the number of Source Area in Table 4.
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Figure 12 shows the location of the seismic stations as well as the location of hypocentres.
The thickness of the fault indicates its slope, i.e. the thicker the fracture zone, the milder the
dip.

10 KM

10 KM

Figure 12. Location of the seismic stations (a) and hypocentres (b) depicted by circles. The
station Kh was replaced by the station Ru in 1988. The station Lo is two
kilometres north of the island of Hdstholmen. The numbers beside the hypocen-
tres denote the number ofmicroearthquakes at that position. Dimensions of the
model are as in Figure 11.
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7.2 Relative slip directions

A much larger number of observations are needed to combine a definite opinion of slip
directions in the Loviisa region. Figure 13 presents the estimated horizontal and vertical slip
directions. The most accurate solutions are related to the two northernmost events (numbers
1 and 4) with three reliable polarity observations. According to the data available, the
dominating fault mechanisms in the Loviisa region are usually either strike slip or reverse
faulting. Source Area 3 seems to be an exception in that sense.

Figure 13. Relative slip directions in horizontal (a) and vertical (b) directions. The head of
the arrow shows the epicentre of the seismic source. One can "see inside" the
arrow head when the movement is down.
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The dominating horizontal movements in Source Areas 1,2 and 4 are compatible and fit also
the vertical movement in Source Area 3. One can imagine that the relative movement has
been towards the west in the block including the station Lo and the island of Hastholmen
(see Fig. 12) and, correspondingly, the block north of it seems to have had the opposite
direction. This fits the idea that total blocks moving along the network of faults are
responsible for the deformation of the rock. However, there are too sparse data to prove this.

7.3 Horizontal compression

The method by Slunga et al. (1984) was used to estimate horizontal subsidiary stresses from
the fault plane solutions. The presented results are based on the best fitting solution of the
events. It is also emphasised that the orientation of the stress field released in an earthquake
is not exactly the same as the orientation of the general stress field of the surrounding rock
mass or the region of the study. Statistically representative data are needed to give a more
reliable description of the existing stress field at each of the source areas as well as in the
region.

There were 11 events with at least one acceptable polarity observation (see Table 2). Six of
them seem to have had the subsidiary horizontal direction of compression in the NE-SW
quadrant and five of them in the NW-SE quadrant. This indicates a very scattered stress
pattern. If all acceptable stress orientations are taken into account, which is justified,
specially, when the number of seismic stations is as small as in this study, a more clear vision
can be obtained. Five events have acceptable solutions only in NW-SE quadrant and six
events in all quadrants. The experience from the extensive studies of microearthquakes in
Sweden (e.g. Slunga, 1991) and in Iceland (Stefansson et al., 1993) show a remarkably
regional stress consistency.

The most restricted, or unscattered, stress patterns are in Source Areas 1,4 and 6, i .e. in NW-
SE quadrant (see Table 4 and Fig. 14), which is in agreement with the general stress field
in Finland. In Source Areas 2 and 3, the best fitting direction of horizontal compression is
SW-NE, but the solutions are quite scattered. The anomalous stress direction could be
disregarded, due to the scattered stress pattern, but the estimates coincide rather well with
the stress orientation observed in the boreholes on Hastholmen. This supports the idea that
in the coastal area the stress pattern might be the consequence of some local tectonic
structures such as a fracture zone rotating the general stress field.

The rock stress tensor method was used to study the possibility to find a common stress field,
which could fit all the 15 earthquakes occurred in the region. The method minimises the
differences between the direction of shear stress on the fault planes and the slip direction
(see e.g. Gephard and Forsyth, 1984). The solution is based on all acceptable fault plane
solutions and on the basic assumption of common regional stress field.

The rock stress tensor is defined by 6 parameters. Usually, it is assumed that the vertical
stress equals the lithostatic pressure. In this application, it is also required that the crustal
stresses are close to the state of instability (Slunga, 1988) and that the water pressure is 80%
of the lithostatic pressure at the depth of the hypocentres. The friction is assumed to be 0.62
and the shear strengths of the fractures 1 MPa. These assumptions together with the
estimated fault plane solutions result in a horizontal subsidiary stress with maximum
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compression in direction N129.5°E. The stresses at the mean depth (2.9 km) of the stress
tensor are Sv - 77.1 MPa, Sh - 73.9 MPa and SH - 94.5 MPa.

Due to the small number of microearthquakes and seismic stations, the uniqueness of the
rock stress tensor is not excellent. However, the fault plane solutions are consistent with the
common regional stress field with principal horizontal compression in the NW-SE
quadrant. The stress inversion also indicates that the rock stresses are of strike slip type, i.e.
SH > Sv > Sh. The exact stress values are however quite uncertain, because they depend on
the assumption of the water pressure. The details of the applied rock tensor inversion
method will be published later by the SIL project.

Figure 14. Orientation of horizontal compression in five Source Areas (Table 4). The
arrows facing each other in the middle of the model show the direction of the
regional stress field obtained by the stress tensor method.
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8 CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

In the present study, fault plane solutions of microearthquakes are used to re-evaluate the
interpretation of local seismotectonics and stress field in the Loviisa region. This study can
also be regarded as a pilot study for possible further seismic investigations of the long-term
stability of the Finnish bedrock. In this sense too, the results are good.

The interpretation is affected adversely by the small number of recording stations. Only two
three-component stations and one vertical component station were available. This is a
severe restriction for reaching definite final conclusions. However, for several of the events
well defined fault plane solutions were achieved.

The multievent location suffers even more, due to the small number of seismic stations. As
the number of events within each Source Area is small, the full effect of the multievent
location technique is not reached. This increases the inaccuracy of the fault planes
determined by means of the multievent locations.

The rock stress tensor inversion, based on the multievent interpretation of the acceptable
fault plane solutions, strongly favours a direction of the horizontal compression in the
direction 120° -150°, i.e. NW-SE, which is in agreement with previous studies of Finnish
stress field. The stress tensor inversion also clearly shows that it is possible to find
acceptable fault plane solutions for the fifteen microearthquakes that are consistent with a
common rock stress tensor, as well as with the recorded data available, i.e. with all spectral
amplitudes and clear polarity observations. This kind of statistical approach is specially
valuable, when fault plane solutions are scattered, due to the small number of recordings.
It is emphasised that, specially when the number of acceptable solutions is large, one should
not be restricted to the best fitting solution, but be able to consider all reasonably well fitting
fault plane solutions.

The events were grouped in five separate Source Areas. Three of them have a fault plane
solution fitting well the previous seismotectonic interpretation (Kuivamaki and Tuominen,
1985). Source Areas 2 and 4 are located outside the presented network of fracture zones, but
near strong lineaments, which might fit the presented fault plane solutions. In both of these
areas, and specially in Source Area 4, additional studies of local tectonics might give new
arguments for a more definite interpretation. The result shows that microearthquake
observation can bring out active fault zones, otherwise not identified by conventional
methods.

The dips of the faults are generally almost vertical. This means that, in conditions obtained
by the stress tensor inversion (SH>Sv>Sh), the dislocation is most likely of the strike slip
type. Only in Artjarvi (Source Area 6) the dip angle is rather mild (136°). The fault plane
solution indicating dominating reverse faulting in this area is well justified. The field
observations in the area indicate a 25° steeper slope.

The estimated best fitting orientations of the horizontal compression in five Source Areas
give a scattered pattern. However, the most consistent solutions support the result of the
stress tensor analysis. The anomalous stress orientation in coastal areas (Source Areas 2 and
3) could be supported by similar in-situ stress observations on Hastholmen. The borehole
observations are done rather near the earth surface, at the depth of 110 metres, thus they are
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not necessarily representing the stress pattern at the depth of the hypocentres. On the basis
of the data available, it is not possible to decide, if the anomaly is real or if it is related to
the inaccuracy of the fault plane solutions and the in-situ stress measurements.

The feedback mechanisms between general and local seismotectonics generate local
variations of block movements and stress field. The presented fracture model is tentative
and it only includes the fracture zones which seems to be related to the 15 events observed
from 1985 to 1988. The model is thus not a complete interpretation of the stress field and
the various types of rock structures in the region.

Periods of active seismicity and earthquake sequences are characteristic of the Loviisa
region. The bedrock in the area seems to form a uniform system where microearthquakes
in one location seem to induce activity in the other source areas. There seems to be an
specially close connection between Source Areas 2 and 3 (Saari, 1991b). According to the
presented slip model, the block between the fracture zones running through Source Areas
2, 3 and 4 seems to have moved towards Source Area 3.

The most unusual feature of these microearthquakes is their consistent shallow, and the lack
of microearthquakes in more typical depths. The estimated depths are less than 4 km, but,
more likely in the range of 1 - 2 km. The majority of Fennoscandian earthquakes occur in
the depth range of 10 - 20 km. In northern Sweden, the depths are generally from 3 to 8 km
(Slunga, 1991). The small depths and magnitudes might be associated with the small energy
needed to cause an earthquake in the brittle uppermost part of the crust. Similar areas of
microseismic activity are in Kuusamo in Finland (Mantyniemi and Ahjos, 1990) and
between Soderhamn and Orskoldvik in Sweden (Wahlstrom, 1980). The areas are not
monitored by a local seismic network. About 40 microearthquakes occurred in Kuusamo
during the active period 1983-1984. According to the catalogue of Finnish Earthquakes, the
depths, when estimated, were generally from 0 to 12 km.

The seismic observations after the year 1988 indicate that one should not rely too strongly
on the presented interpretations of 15 microearthquakes. Nowadays, the number of
observations, in the Loviisa area, is more than 110, and the number of active source areas
is 11. The new source areas are mainly found because of the lowered detection threshold
in the vicinity of the Loviisa seismic station. The lowest estimated magnitude is now ML
= -1.1, which is about one unit lower than during the operation of three seismic stations. If
all the new events were recorded by a seismic network instead of a single 3C station, the
local characteristics of seismotectonic movements and the stress field would be known with
much more certainty.

With a larger number of seismic stations, the possibilities to get high quality results are
obvious. In addition to that, the number of observed microearthquakes would increase, if
the detection threshold is lowered by the proper design of the seismic network (Saari, 1995).
This means that one could get more well defined fault plane solutions and the full benefit
of the multievent location technique could be achieved.
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APPENDIX A

Vertical recordings of the 15 earthquakes observed 1985 -1988

Station coordinates:

Lo: 60.379° N, 26.320 °E
Kh: 60.651° N, 26.365° E
Ru: 60.594 °N, 26.096° E
Py: 60.508 °N, 26.751 °E



Ahvenkoskenlahti 1985.09.24:vertical components
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Ahvenkoskenlahti 1987.08.26:vertical components
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East of Orregrund 1988.05.16:vertical components
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Lapinjarvi 1988.06.04:vertical components
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APPENDIX B

Illustration of the multievent analysis

B-l: Source Area 1
B-2: Source Area 2
B-3: Source Area 3

The plots consist of two parts. To the left there is a map (North is up and East to the
right) showing the epicentres and the surface intersection of the fault plane. The small
circle diagram shows the strike direction and also the normal direction of the fault (an
equal area projection of the lower hemisphere). To the right, there is a horizontal view
along the fault plane towards the direction of the strike.
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